
Beth Wilson’s TA 2 Lesson Plan July 26-30, 2021

TEACHER ACADEMY 2 WEEK 1.2

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Objectives 1.A. Describe Local program, career center, and student organization (Ed Rising), policies, procedures, including dress code, attendance, academic requirements,
discipline, field experience, rules/regulations, and transportation.
2.1.b. Identify and describe leadership opportunities available from student youth organizations (EdRising) in the school and community.
3. a.b. Apply safety procedures in the Teacher Academy classroom and lab. (a.) Discuss the proper classroom and lab safety procedures. (b.) Demonstrate proper care
and use of various equipment in the Teacher Academy classroom and lab.
5.1.d Exhibit collaboration and team building among colleagues

Vocabulary Unit 1: Safety and Orientation

Materials ● large paper

● Computers or

phone with

flipgrid app.

● www.flipgrid.com

● Assignment in

google classroom

● What makes
classrooms Happy,
Safe, and Fun?
(handout)

● Chart paper
● Markers
● Video Camera

(phones for
recording
skits/videos)

Video Camera
flipgrid.com
imovie
apps: picsart
usb/phone cables
(*students will have a choice in
selected their video
technology)

● Leadership Compass
Exercise

● Butcher Paper/Poster of
the directions of the
Leadership Compass

● Markers

● What’s Your Type?
● The Keirsey

Temperament Sorter
Handout

● Ice Breaker (if time
permits)

Bell Ringer Journal Writing: Why
Teacher Academy?

How can we clearly
communicate the safety,
rules, and procedures for
the Teacher Academy’s
novice teachers?

How can filmmaking in schools
foster creativity for all
learners?
Education World Article
https://www.educationworld.c
om/how-filmmaking-schools-c
an-foster-creativity-all-learners

Can understanding the way you
approach work and how it differs
from other approaches help you
practice effective leadership?

Do you know your personality
type?
Why is understanding people’s
personalities or characteristics
important?

Anticipatory Set What is a mentor?

Discuss  the upcoming
Big/Little mentorships.

Every kid needs a champion
| Rita Pierson - YouTube

Students will watch a clip
on herding cats.
Quick Discussion...

How can we clearly
communicate the safety, rules,
and procedures for Teacher
Academy’s novice teachers?

Building Relationships in this
classroom is key to being successful
in TA.

What is your leadership Compass?

https://youtu.be/M4YLO-2Tb2
w
Video: What is your Myers
Briggs Personality Type?

Procedures

*REVIEW GHS HANDBOOK
& TA Expectations...

The sw brainstorm various
activities for the Big
brother/big sister program
for Educators Rising.

The students will create a
flipgrid video introducing
themselves and why they

TSW start by silently
brainstorming around
4 key questions:
1. What kinds of

behaviors are
important for
making
classrooms safe,
happy, fun?

2. What kind of
behavior make
classrooms
unhappy/unhealt
hy places to be?

Working in groups the students
will create videos for the year
one students on lab safety.
The videos must contain rules,
safety, and procedures for the
internship.

TSW upload to Mrs. Wilson’s
computer.  We will watch the
videos and will critique/edit.

TSW develop self awareness, work
style, and teamwork by participating
in this activity.

The Leadership Compass provides
participants a tool for understanding
how they approach work and how it
can differ from others’. One key to
effective leadership is to be flexible
in your work style and receptive to
others whose styles differ from your
own.

Warm Up:

After watching the video
introducing the different types
of personalities, tsw complete
the Keirsey Temperament
Sorter.  This sorter will help
the students determine which
personality they are.

https://www.strategicaction.c
om.au/keirsey-temperament-s
orter-questionnaire

After completing the sorter,
the students will create a
google doc sharing their

https://www.educationworld.com/how-filmmaking-schools-can-foster-creativity-all-learners
https://www.educationworld.com/how-filmmaking-schools-can-foster-creativity-all-learners
https://www.educationworld.com/how-filmmaking-schools-can-foster-creativity-all-learners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFnMTHhKdkw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFnMTHhKdkw
https://youtu.be/M4YLO-2Tb2w
https://youtu.be/M4YLO-2Tb2w
https://www.strategicaction.com.au/keirsey-temperament-sorter-questionnaire
https://www.strategicaction.com.au/keirsey-temperament-sorter-questionnaire
https://www.strategicaction.com.au/keirsey-temperament-sorter-questionnaire
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chose to continue to take
Year II Teacher Academy.

3. What kind of
behavior drive
you completely
crazy in a
classroom?

4. What promises
would we have to
make to
one another in
order to make this
the best year
ever?

TTW have students work
together in groups  to
record their initial reactions
to those questions on
butcher paper.

After brainstorming, the
students will create a list of
safety procedures for the
Teacher Academy
classroom, lab, and
internship.

Next, tsw plan and  create
videos for the TA I students,
which show what not to do,
as well as what to do in the
Teacher Academy Lab for
the TA I’s orientation and
safety.

Before starting, set up the room so
that each corner represents a
cardinal point (North, South, East,
West) Small groups will gather in
their specified corners.
TTW introduce the Leadership
Compass.  Like a directional
compass, the Leadership Compass
has 4 directions, or ways in which
people approach work.  Many of us
work in all of the directions at
different times.  Many of us have a
resting place where we tend to be
most comfortable.  It is important
for participants to know their
preferred leadership style and to be
able to communicate and work with
people with other styles.

TTW give students an opportunity to
read the handouts (1-4).  (10
minutes)

TTW ask students to think about the
one that most applies to them.

After participants decide where they
fit best, have them form small
groups in the corners of the room
based on their preferred approach.

Based on their work experience, ask
each group to answer the following
questions on chart paper.  Have the
groups report out.
-What is really great about being
your direction?
-What is really hard about being in
your direction?

TTW Ask each group to plan a
vacation.  Give them very few
instructions except that they have
10 minutes to plan a vacation as a
group.  Give them chart paper.
TSW present their vacation . TTW
notice the differences in styles.

Wrap up:

description to the google
classroom assignment. TSW
share with the class their
personality type. We will
group students according to
their characteristics:

Introverts, Extraverts, sensing
types, and intuitive types.  This
will help us appreciate the
uniqueness of our
personalities and why some of
us work better with one
another.
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Do you agree with the animal that
best represents your direction?  If
not, what would be the animal or
mascot for your direction?

Closure &
Assessment

How can you be a positive
mentor for your little?

List three rules that Year I
students should know
about safety, orientation,
and internships in the
Teacher Academy Lab.

Rubric: Skit Assessment Rubric Why do we need to have a deep
understanding and appreciation for
each other’s work styles and
approaches to learning?

How will knowing your
personality type help you work
with your colleagues in
Teacher Academy?

Homework Paperwork & Flipgrid Intro
video...

Paperwork Paperwork Paperwork ALL PAPERWORK IS DUE
TODAY!

To Do


